It’s about where you’re going...not where you’ve been.
ERP? BI? CPM?
Why it always comes back to Forecast Accuracy

Modern enterprises are awash in data. And it’s a fact that these data produce more accurate
expected outcomes (and fatter returns) when wrung through statistical models, rather than
guessed about. So why is there a hole in this marketplace?
Nearly all popular ERP, BI and Performance Management systems advertise “forecasting.” But
nearly all fall woefully short of delivering on forecasting’s full business potential. Why do we
care? Because forecasting, when based on advanced analytical methods, is arguably the single
greatest contributor to operating efficiency, savings, and customer satisfaction—across all
industries. So, it’s critical to define what forecasting is, and then begin to parse it from the fray
of business intelligence capabilities that are so commonly marketed as forecasting.
In business analytics, forecasting is the science of planning based on what is most likely to
happen. Business intelligence, rather, enables planning based on what has already happened.
To make this distinction clear, let’s look at two different approaches to the P&L forecast.

Depending on the particular
management culture, forecasts
are sometimes referred to by
other names, such as budget,
target, or goal. It’s important
to remember that an object,
analytics-driven forecast
should inform budgets and
targets, not attempt to
portray them.

The analytics-driven approach starts with a time-series, forecast engine. This piece
of software combs historical data, captures patterns and relationships, and then
models and extrapolates an objective representation of what is to come. Multiple
layers of advanced analytics (plus management foreknowledge) may refine
predictions, but it all starts with statistically-derived inputs for revenue, fixed and
variable cost, and whatever else.
This is starkly different from the “forecasting” modules of popular ERP, CPM
and BI suites. To be fair, these systems provide excellent web-based computing
environments and historical reporting value. They eliminate the rigmarole of
desktop spreadsheet management. They provide fast, easy roll-up capabilities.
They streamline multi-division financial consolidation and reporting. They look
cool and they’re getting easier to use. But what they don’t do is generate objective
forecasts from statistically derived inputs. Nor do they deliver the accuracy and
ROI possible from analytics-driven forecasting.

In actuality, most BI “forecasting” modules are essentially
spreadsheets. They’re contextually formatted, and provide
excellent tools with which users can plot their own forecasts, say for the P&L. Yes, the user plugs in starting values
for revenue, expense, and whatever else is going into the
forecast. The system runs a calculation on the numbers and
presents a “forecast” bottom line. Question is, where did the
starting values come from? The prior period plus X percent?
An extrapolated five-year average? Perhaps the starting
values were stretched to align with targets, or sandbagged
to ensure the team ‘hits the target’ or ‘stays within budget.’
Whatever the case, this is not analytics-driven forecasting.
Rather, what we’ve just described is little more than judgmental
forecasting, which is by nature far more subjective, and far
less capable of delivering the accuracy and ultimate returns
possible with the science-proven, market-proven methods
we’re attempting to distinguish (assuming sufficient data
are available).
To be sure, the ability to apply judgment and insight is an
important science all its own and an integral of (but not the
basis of) any top-rate forecasting solution. It can prove especially
valuable, for instance, when historical data are insufficient to
generate accurate statistical forecasts. But modern enterprises
are awash in data. And it’s a fact that these data produce more
accurate expected outcomes (and fatter returns) when wrung
through statistical models, rather than guessed about. Further,
gains multiply as statistical forecasts are put to work across
entire enterprises. So why is there a hole in the marketplace?
The economics of forecasting are well understood in operationssided environments, where statistically-generated, SKU-level
forecasts inform critical decisions about production, storage,
and distribution. Operations managers who make carryingcost decisions on huge inventories live by analytics-driven
forecasting. But, while the same principles hold true for
sales and financial management, they seem to lose luster
in these executive management circles.
One reason may be that the makers of enterprise business
systems have invested heavily in attractive UI, dashboard,

and reporting features—specifically to appeal to sales,
finance, c-suite, and IT decision makers. It’s working. System
developers have made terrific strides in not only designing
and building user-facing functionality, but in communicating
and marketing these features. Now don’t get us wrong,
these are exciting advances for business computing. But,
the hard truth is that they will not transform your forecast
accuracy. Nor will they, by themselves, support the kinds of
what-if analyses that turn enterprise planning on its ear.
Why? Because the forecasts that underlie these tools and
features are generally not objective representations of the
future. And when the fundamental model is flawed, testing
alternate scenarios becomes a moot exercise.
The foundation of forecast accuracy, sales and financial
included, is that your baseline assumptions come from
statistical analysis of the past (plus anything you know to be
different about the future). Anything short of this first layer
of statistical analysis will produce less accurate results. This is
not an opinion. In fact, non-statistically proven forecast can
actually compound inaccuracy when applied across an
enterprise, say as the basis for multi-division “roll-ups,” or
“consolidations.” This is especially true if each division head
supplies his or her own, “judgmental” forecast. You wind up
with a misleading aggregate based on highly interpretative,
disparate analyses. Again, starting values drive results. Get
them wrong and everything else is off.
Several advanced forecasting companies provide solid,
time-series engines with web access interfaces and very
useful automation tools. Almost none, however, match
advanced forecasting with the UI and roll-up capabilities
of larger performance management systems. But that’s
another story. The point here is that advanced analytical
forecasting holds the greatest potential for enterprise
systems. That’s because of all potential IT investments,
forecast accuracy is by far the single greatest driver of
financial returns – lower inventory carrying costs, stronger
gross margins, improved service levels, and more optimally
timed project starts and investments.

The Vanguard Forecast
Vanguard has invested over 20 years of
R&D into improving how businesses
forecast. Our methods were refined by
culling the best-of- the-best business
processes gleaned from work with
thousands of customers and merging
those processes with advanced analytics.
A good forecast starts with a thorough
statistical analysis of historical data. Our
software can automatically extract
seasonal patterns, growth trends, and
product lifecycle effects from historical

data. What’s more, we can use relationships between similar products, leading
indicators, promotion plans, and other
influencing indicators to improve the
baseline statistical forecast. However,
statistics only answers half of the
question--the statistical forecast tells you
what will happen if nothing in your
business or market changes.
The next step is to apply judgement and
insight. Events such as the introduction of
new products, competitor actions, and

other drivers are often impossible to pull
from historical data. How you incorporate
knowledge of these events into the
forecast without introducing bias is a
science. Even how you extract this
knowledge from individuals throughout
your organization and manage the
forecasting workflow is a science. It is
important to understand that forecasting
is as much about social mining as it is
about data mining.

Vanguard’s Forecast Server is an
enterprise-scale system for managing
your entire forecasting process. You will
not be forced to abandon your insight in
favor of a statistical black box; nor will you
be forced to guess what will happen.
Vanguard strikes a balance between
proven business process and advanced
analytics to make forecasting easy, timely,
and, most importantly, accurate.
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